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Transforming Cities into
Engines of Growth
Making a city truly “smart” means turning
your city into a platform of growth for
innovation, economic development and
well-being. By adopting common standards
and information models, cities can achieve
this transformation with minimum impact,
merging forces to build an ecosystem where
they can connect and collaborate.
FIWARE is open source. It helps cities to avoid
vendor lock-in and protect their investment.
It provides access to context information
describing what is going on in the city in
right-time and on a large scale.
This data is accessible through a standard
open API independently from the source
of information.
FIWARE integrates components that enable
cities to process, analyze and publish historical
and current information in order to achieve a
better management of municipal services and
bring support to an Economy of Data.

Follow FIWARE at the Smart
City Expo World Congress
13
Nov.

18:20-19:10 at Digital Transformation Room
Thematic Program
Internet of Things: How Interconnected
Devices Can Change Life in the City
Juanjo Hierro (CTO, FIWARE Foundation)

14
Nov.

10:45-11:45 at Auditorium
Plenary Session
The City We Want: Resource-Efficient,
Resilient and Sustainable
Ulrich Ahle (CEO, FIWARE Foundation)
12:05-12:20 at Digital Transformation Room
Thematic Program
Data-Driven Cities and Cloud: Making
the Most of Data in a Multi-Cloud World
Juanjo Hierro (CTO, FIWARE Foundation)
16:20-17:10 at Governance & Finance Room
Thematic Program
E-gov & Open-gov: How is Open Data
Transforming Urban Services?
Stefano De Panfilis
(COO, FIWARE Foundation)

Join FIWARE
at Stand C337

IoT/Big Data solutions for
Transportation, Water,
Wastewater and Environment
smart services

The digital platform rewarding
sustainable lifestyles

OpenMove is a modular suite
of software solutions to enable
Mobility-as-a-Service.

Enabling the City.
How cities can unlock
the potential of data.

Enabling trusted data market
places for smart cities and
communities

A new platform for detecting
natural disasters in the climate
change era

CityGO using public
transportation, easier than
ever to move in your city!

Co-creating the Smart Cities
of Tomorrow

Rosy - for a comfortable, clean
and safer city

Right-time open data solutions
for smart environments

CommuniThings - Where
Things and People meet

Power of Mobility to improve
citizen life

Data tells the stories that
define a City

Analytics for the urban bus
fleets

Precise Indoor Sensing and
Navigation in Buildings

Moving towards Life Cycle
Thinking by integrating
Advanced Waste
Management Systems

Plan-able car journeys for
hassle free parking linking
directly into Mobility-as-aService offers

Open data-driven smart
city platform for real-time
monitoring and urban service
co-creation

IoT-based Marina Management System, Advanced
e-booking services, Guidance
and real-time notification

The brain of the city.

City Quality Enhancer

Easy way to discover

Connecting Europe

Enabling Smart Cities to
manage the Internet of Noise

Rewarding sustainable
mobility to build smarter cities

Mapping urban air quality in
high resolution

Towards the digitalization of
everything that surrounds us

Real Time IOT

Invisible. Chargeless. Effective.

Make your travel smoother

The FIWARE innovation hub
of Andalusia

For more info about FIWARE visit

www.fiware.org

www.marketplace.fiware.org

Sharing a better mobility

